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The Islamic term meaning creed For the history of Isaac's binding, see East African administrators, see Akida. Part of the series on IslamAqidah Five Pillars of Islam Shahada Salah Savm Sunset Hajj SunniSix article faith God Prophets Holy Books Angels Last Judgment of Sunni theological traditions of Ilm al-Kalam
Ash'ari1 Maturidi2 Traditionalist Hanbalis3 Khan Maliki Shafia Shi'aSeven Pillars Isma'ilism4 Walayah Tawhid Salah Sunset Som Jihad Theology Twelvers5 Principles Tawhid Adala Prophecy Imam ziyam Practices Salah Savm Sunset Hajj Hums Jihad Commander that simply prohibits what the evil Tavalla Tabarra Other
Shia concept Akida Imamat Batin Other school theology Murji'ah Karramiyya Mu'attila Jabriyyah6 Muhakkima Khawarij7 Ibadi8 Tahavwuf9 Kadaria Alevism Muʿtazila10 Koranism Including:1Al-Ahbash; Barelvis 2Deobandi3Salafis (Ahl-i Hadith and Wahhabis) 4Sevener-Zarmathians, Assassins and Druze 5Alavita,
zizilbash and Bektasism; 6 Jahmaya 7Ajardi, Azarika, Baihasiya, Najdat and Safri 8Nukkari; 9Bektashis and Kalandaris; Mevlevis, Suleimans and various zharyah10Bahshamiyya, Bishryya and Ikhshudia Islam portalvte Part series onIslame Beliefs Oneness of God Prophets showed The Books angels Day of
Resurrection Predestination Practices Profession Of Faith Prayer Alms-Giving Post Pilgrimage Texts and Science Taurat zabur Sira) Akida (credo) Tafsir (exegesis) Fiqh (law) Sharia (law) History Timeline Muhammad Ahl al-Bayte Sahab Rashidun Caliphate Imamat Spreading Islam Continuity Muhammad Culture and
Society Of Animal Academics Calendar Children's Demographic Circumcision Education Education Exorcism Feminism Festivals Finance LGBT Madras Moral Teachings Mosque Mystic Poetry Poetry Poetry Poetry Politics Proselytism Science Slavery Social Welfare Of Women Associated With the Topics of Repeal in
Islam Criticism of Islam Muhammad Koran Hadith Islam and Other Religions Islamism Islam and Violence Terrorism War Islamophobia Jihadism Jihadism Glossary Islam portalvte Aqidah (Arabic: ةديقع  , Novelistized: ʿaqīdah multiple دئاقع  ʿaqāʾid, also ʿaqīda, aqeeda, etc.) is Islamic and the term of Arab origin, which
literally means creed (Arabic pronunciation : ʕɑˈqiːdæ, ʕɑˈqɑːʔɪd). There are many schools of Islamic theology that express different views on akida. Any system of religious beliefs, or creeds, can be seen as an example of akida. However, the term has taken considerable technical use in Islamic theology, denoting the
issues on which Muslims have a conviction. It is a branch of Islamic studies describing the beliefs of Islam. Introduction According to the Muslim scholar Cyril Glass, systematic statements of faith have become necessary, from early (in history) Islam, originally Ezi and then distinguish the points of view and present them
as the divergence of schools of theology or opinions increased . The first credo, written as a short answer to the vital heretics of the time, is known as Fick Akbar and is attributed to Abu Hanifa. Two known credos were representative Of Shafia Fih Akbar II and Fick Akbar III. These beliefs were more detailed than
described below. Six articles of faith Six articles of faith or faith (Arkan al-Iman), derived from the Koran and Sunna, are accepted by all Muslims. Although there are differences between Shiite and Sunni Islam and other different schools or sects on issues such as the trappings of God or the purpose of the angels, the six
articles are not disputed. Six Sunni Articles of Faith: Faith in God and Tauhid (Monotheism) Faith in The Angels Faith in islamic holy books Faith in the Prophets and Messengers Of Faith in the Last Judgment and the Resurrection of Faith in Predestination The First Five are based on several Qurʾanic creeds: ... righteous
is the one who believes in God on the last day, and angels, and the Holy Scriptures, and prophets (2:177)... believer believes in God and His angels and His scriptures and His messengers (2:285) He who does not believe in God and His angels and His angels and His scriptures and His messengers and The Last Day,
he really wandered far stray (4:136) Who is the enemy of God, His angels, His Messengers, Gabriel and Michael! Then, here! God is the enemy of the unbelievers (2:98) The sixth moment made it into the creed because of the first theological dispute in Islam. While this is not related to the Sunni Shiʿi debate about
continuity, most of the Twelver Shiʿites not emphasize the limitless power of God (Kadar) and his boundless justice (ʿadl) as the sixth point of faith - that does not mean that Sunnis deny his justice, or Shiʿites deny his power, only that the emphasis is different. (quote is necessary) From the point of view of Sunnis and
Shiites, to have Iman literally means believing in six articles. (quote necessary) Tawhid Part of the series onGod in IslamAlla Jallakhin Arabic calligraphy List of Allah Names Of Phrases and Expressions Theology One Islamic Creed Denial Of Transcendence Proximity Of Islam portal Categoryvte Tawhid (doctrine of Unity)
is the concept of monotheism in Islam. This is the most fundamental concept of religion and believes that God (Allah) is one (Viid) and unique (ass), and only worthy of worship comparable to the Jewish and Christian view of God, while worship of something else is considered idolatry. According to the Islamic faith, Allah
is the correct name of God, and modest submission to His will, divine ordinances and commandments is the linchpin of the Muslim faith. He's the only one. the creator of the universe, and the judge of humanity. It is unique (kind) and inherently one (aad), all-merciful and omnipotent. The Koran proclaims the reality of
Allah, His inaccessible secret, his 99 descriptive names expressing a qualitative characteristic, and his actions on behalf of his beings. Iman Iman, in Islamic theology denotes a believer in the metaphysical aspects of Islam. His simplest definition is to believe in six articles of faith known as Arkan al-Sman. Hadith Gabriel
Hadith Gabriela includes five pillars of Islam (Tawhid, Salat, Savm, Sunset, Hajj) in response to the question: O messenger of God, what is Islam? Imam leading prayers in Cairo, Egypt, in 1865. Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb performs Salad. Salad is a practice of formal worship of Islam. Its significance to Muslims is
indicated by its status as one of the five pillars of Islam, with several dispensations for those for whom this would be difficult. People who are physically difficult can perform the salad wuḍūʾ in such a way that they are suitable for them. Som Ending fasting in the mosque. In Islamic law, sawm means abstaining from eating,
drinking (including water) and intercourse from dawn to dusk. Compliance with the saw during the holy month of Ramadan is one of the five pillars of Islam, but not limited to this month. Sunset Sunset is a practice of charity of Muslims, based on accumulated wealth, and is mandatory for all who are able to do so. It is
considered a personal duty of Muslims to alleviate economic hardship for others and eliminate inequality. The 16th century Hajj is an illustration of the holy shrine of Islam, the Kaaba. The Hajj is an Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca and the largest gathering of Muslims in the world every year. It is one of the five pillars of Islam
and a religious duty that you must have fulfilled for every able-bodied Muslim who can afford to do so at least once in his life. Other Principles Part of the series on Islam and ImanIslamimanIxan Individuals Mumin - Believer Muslim - Sender (to God) Fasik - Open Sinner, Corrupt Fajir - Sinner (by Action) Kafir - Unbeliever
Munafiq - Hypocritical Groups Ahl al-Kitob - People books Ahl al-Fatra - People Interval Terms Of Dean - Religion Vte Also, some Muslims include jihad and within the aqida jihad (to fight) and literally means to fight, seek, work to apply yourself, focus, work hard to achieve. It can be used to refer to those who physically,
mentally or economically serve in the way of God. Article: Da'wa (invitation) means proselytism or preaching of Islam. Da'wah literally means issuing a call or making an invitation by being an active participant in a verb meaning to call or invite in different ways. A Muslim who practices da'wa, either as a religious worker or
in a volunteer community, is called d' يعاد  plural du'a, gene: du't ةاعد ). Thus, d's is a person who invites people to understand Islam through a dialogue that is not like the Islamic equivalent of a missionary, inviting people to faith, prayer, and Islamic life. Eschatology Home article: Islamic eschatology Eschatology is
literally understood as the last thing or the ultimate thing and in Muslim theology, eschatology refers to the end of this world and what will happen in the next world or later. Eschatology covers the death of people, their souls after their bodily death, the complete destruction of this world, the resurrection of human souls,
the last judgment of human acts by God after the resurrection, and awards and punishments for believers and non-believers respectively. Places for believers are later known as Paradise and for non-believers as Hell. School of Theology Main article: School of Islamic Theology of Muslim Theology is theology and
interpretation of religion (akida) that originate from the Koran and Hadith. The content of Muslim theology can be divided into theology, such as theododicy, eschatology, anthropology, apophatic theology and comparative religion. In the history of Muslim theology, there were theological schools where both similarities and
differences with each other in relation to beliefs could be shown. Traditional Sunni School Home article: Kalam Kalam is an Islamic scholastic theology of the search for theological principles through dialectic. In Arabic, the word literally means speech/word. The kalama is called a mutakillim (Muslim theologian; multiple
mutacelliman). There are many schools in Kalama, the main ones being The Ashari and Maturidi schools in Sunni Islam. Traditionalist theology rejects the use of kalam, in relation to the human mind as sinful in religious matters. Asharism asharism takes the mind in relation to exegetical issues and traditionalist ideas.
What God does or commands, as shown in the Koran and Akhadit, is by definition simple. What He forbids is, by definition, unfair. Right and wrong are not objective realities. The Koran is the unsold word of God in essence, but it is created, it takes shape in letters or sound. Maturidism Maturidism keeps humans to be
creatures allotted with the mind, which differentiates them from animals. In addition, the relationship between man and God is different from that of nature and God; people are endowed with free will, thanks to God's sovereignty, God creates actions that people choose so that people can do them. Ethics can only be
understood by reason and does not need prophetic guidance. Maturidi also regards hadiths as unreliable when they are in the odd with the mind. However, the human mind itself could not understand the whole truth, so it needs revelation about mysterious deeds. In addition, matunidonism opposes anthropomorphism
and similta, while simulanesno does not deny divine attributes. They must be either interpreted in the light of Tauhid or left aside. Traditionalist theology for traditionalist theology, the literal significance of the Koran and especially prophetic traditions have the sole power in matters of faith as well as law, and engage in
rational dispute, even if someone comes to the truth, is absolutely forbidden. Atari is engaged in amodal reading of the Koran, unlike the one that Taiil (metaphorical interpretation) deals with. They do not attempt to rationally conceptualize the meanings of the Koran and believe that the true meanings should be assigned
only to God (tafwid). This theology was taken from the exegesis of the Koran and the statements of early Muslims, and then codified by a number of scholars, including Ahmad ibn Khanbal and Ibn Kudamu. Shiʿi and practices Shiʿi believe that there are five articles of faith. Like Sunnis, Shiʿis do not believe in full
predestination or full free will. They believe that there is both free will and predestination in human life. Twelve Roots of Religion (Wel al-Din) Main article: Theology of the Twelve Tawhid: One and then the thread of God. Adala: Justice of God. Nubuvva (Prophet): God has appointed committed and infallible prophets and
messengers to teach humanity religion (i.e. perfect system on how to live in peace.) Imamat: (Leadership): God has appointed specific leaders to guide and guide humanity - the Prophet appoints the custodian of religion until his death. The Last Court: God will raise humanity for the judgment of ismaili beliefs The Branch
of Islam, known as Ismailism, is the second largest Shiʿi of the community. They observe the following additional pillars: The belief in the Imam's faith in the prophets and messengers of the Faith of the Cross-sectarian Muʿtazilite in terms of the relationship between people and their creator, Muʿtazila emphasize free
human agency over predestination. They are also reduced by divine attributes to a divine entity. Religious literature, many Muslim scholars have tried to explain the Islamic creed as a whole, or specific aspects of the aqida. The following list contains some of the most famous literature. Sunni literature Mukhtasar Shub al-
Iman or 77 branches of faith Imam al-Bayhaki al-Fiqh al-Akbar Imam Abu Hanifa a-zaiwiya (Basics of the Islamic religion of al-Tahawi). This was accepted by almost all Sunnis (Ataris, Asharis and Maturidis). Several Islamic scholars wrote about tahawiya's credo, including Ali al-Kari, al-Maidani, ibn Abi al-Izz and Abd al-
Aziz ibn Baz. Al-Sunna Imam ibn Hanbal al-Iman al-Adni Al-Sunna Imam Abu Daoud Sarihaus Sunna Imam al-Tabari Al-Sunna Imma mm al-Tabaran Akada Salafi ahl al-Hadith al-Sabuni Ithacad Ahl al-Sunna wal Jam-a Imam Iman Ibn Al-Durratu fama yazibu y'tikaduhu ibn Hazm Kitab in - Tam im ibn Rajab al-Aqada al-
Nasaafiyah Imam Najm al-Din 'Umar al-Nasafi ar-Riqala al-Kairoaniya Abi saeed al-Kayroa al-Kaihad al-Ishaqa al-Ishaqa ʿAqīdah al-Ishaq al-Ishaq al-Baiha'. Sharh is Sunna or Sunna al-Hasan ibn Ali al-Barbahari. Lists approximately 170 items related to the basics of the aquida. Hulk Afʿāl al-ʿIbād (Creation of Servant
Acts) by Muhammad al-Bukhari. It shows the opinion of early scientists (salaf), but it does not cover all topics. Lum'at al-Ichikad ibn Kudama. Details of the credo of early Sunni Muslim imams and one of the key works in Atari's credo. al-ʿUluww al-Dahabi. Details of the views of early scholars on religious issues. Ibaana
An Osoulid Diyan Abu al-Hasan al-Ashari. Risala al-Kudsia (Jerusalem Trail) al-Ghazali, where the rules of faith are discussed. Saad al-Din al-Taftazani on the credo of Abu Hafs Umar al-Nasafi Shiite literature Shiʿite Islam Muhammad Hussein Tabatabai: translated by Hossein Nasr; (also reprinted under the name
Shi'a.) The root and branch of faith Of Makbul Hussain Rahim Shiism Doctrine, Thought and Spirituality Hossein Nasr Gallery Bosnian Book of Science Behavior lists 54 religious responsibilities that every Muslim should know, believe and perform. The handbook, published in 1831, was published by Bosnian author and
poet Abdulwahab Chepchevi. The Book of Wisdom, based on the Islamic theology of Khoja Ahmet Yassawi (died 1166) Guarantees of Transfer by Ubaid Allah ibn Masood ibn Mahmoud ibn Ahmad al-Mahbebe (died 1346). See also the Islamic portal Outline of Islam Glossary of Islam Index of Islam Index of Islam-related
articles Contemporary Islamic philosophy Islamic eschatology Islamic schools and branches of Islamic studies Madhhab Schools of Islamic theology Shahada Shia-Sunni relations Shia crescent Succession to Muhammad References - Taqi Mohammad al-Modarresi (March 26, 2016). The Laws of Islam (PDF). Enlight
Press. ISBN 978-0994240989. Received on December 22, 2017. page 470. From the root ʿ-q-d bind; knot, and therefore class VIII iʿtaqada firmly believe, verbal iʿtiqād faith, faith, trust, confidence, conviction; religion, doctrine, participation muʿtaqad creed, doctrine, dogma, conviction, faith, opinion. Vehr, Hans, دقع  in: J.
Milton Cowan (ed.), Dictionary of Contemporary Written Arabic, 4th Edition (1979). a b c d e Glasse, Cyril (2001). The New Encyclopedia of Islam (PDF) aicp.org scribd.com. (2011). Handbook of World Religions: Interfaith Guide to Religion and Spirituality. Library of the New World. 68-9. ISBN 9781577313328. Quran.
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